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PREFACE 

Under Contract NObs-34208 between the University of Minnesota and 

the Bureau of Ships, Department of the Navy, 'l'ask Order 3 was submitted on 

January 24, 1947, by the David Taylor Model Ba~in. This order called for 

performance of the work necessary to consummate the study of fluid flow di

version, begun under Task Order 1. Under the latter order, a review of the 

1i terature relating to f1bw diversion was undertaken, and a few preliminary 

experiments on flow in an elbow were begun. Under the present o~der, this 

preli.minary work is being furthered by a planned research program, based on 

the knowledge gained from the review of the existing literature. 

This repor~ the first of a series to be submitted under Task Order 

3, covers e~)erimenta1 work on a radius elbow. Other reports on experimental 
.--;l 

and analytical work on guide vanes in mitre elbows will follow under this 

order. 

This report was written by Edward Silberman. The experimental work 

was under the supervision of Owen Po Lamb, who was assisted by Feng Hsiao in 

taking readings, and by Alexander P. Rodionov and June Brevdyin preparing 

the data. Lettie G. Gudmestad assisted in preparation of the manuscript. 

The experimental apparatus was originally conceived by Alvin G. Anderson in 

connection with his work on Task Order 1. Both Mr. Anderson and John F. 

Ripken, assistant professor of hydraulics, have offered valuable suggestions 

during the course of the work, and have reviewed the manuBcript. Many other 

members of the Laboratory staff assisted in such details as photography, 

drafting, and assembling of the experimental apparatus. 

The study was prepared under the supervision of Dr. Lorenz G. Straub, 

Director of the St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory. 
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SYNOPSIS 

The avafIa ble infonnation on fluid flow diversion is limited largely 

to the experimental value 6 of the bend loss coefficient, and the variation 

of this coefficient with such factors as radius ratio, aspect ratio, and de~ 

flection angle. Some analytical work has also been done in the laminar flow 

region and on two-dimensional bends of continued curvature. There has been 

a decided need, however, for a general theory explaining the flow phenomenon 

and the mechanism of energy loss in a three-dimensmnal bend of fixed deflec

tion angle. This report describes experiments which were directed toward 

obtaining such information. 

The experiments sugp,ested thefurmulation of a general theory which 

fits the trend of the data obtained by many other investigators, as well as 

that of the data obtained in these experiment8.-- The theory explains the ef

fects of varying radius rati~aspect ratiO, Reynolds number, wall roughness, 

entrance velocity profile, and deflection angle of the bend. The theory also 

offers an explanation for the maximum and m:i.njmum points in the familiar curve 

of bend loss coefficient plotted against radius ratio. Additional data are 

required, however, to give quantitative significance to the theory. The re

port outlines the research that would be necessary to provide this quantita

tive significance. 

All experimental da ta obtained are reproduced in the report, so 
that they will be available for others who may be interested in pursuing the 

work further. 



THE NATURE OF FLOW IN AN ELBOW 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This report follows Project Report No. 1 of the St. Anthony Falls 

Hydraulic Laboratory" "Fluid Flow Diversion, A Summary and Bibliography of 

Literature" (1) *. ' A review 0f that report suggests two projects for further 

research in fluid flow diversion. The first is the development of a general 

theory explaining the phenomenon of flow :in a three-dimensional bend of fixed 

deflection angle. The second is the development of a method for the design 

of turning blades, or guide vanes, for mitre bends. This investigation deals 

with the first project--the development of a general theory for the flow in 

a bend. The experimental work in connection with this investigation is also 

preparatory, in the sense of developing instrumentation, apparatus, and tech

niqu~ to an extensive 'experimmtal investigation to be undertaken in connec

tion with the second project. 

The flow around a bend produces two :inte rrelated effects. The first 

is the additional energy loss resulting from the bend. The second is the 

change in the velocity and pressure distribution downstream from the bend, as 

compared to that existing upstream from the bend. The additional energy loss -

in a radius elbow is found to vary with the Reynolds number VD 
(Re = V-), the 0 

radius ratio (RIB), the aspect ratio (D/B), the relative roughness of the 0 

surface (kiD), the deflection angle ( c( ), and the velocity distribution at 

the entrance to the elbow. In these parameters, V is the mean velocity in 

the elbow, D is the depth, B is the breadth, R is the mean radius of cur

vature of the elbow, k is the roughness parameter, and];l is the kinematic

viscosity. The velocity and pressure distribution downstream are dependent 

on all of the above factors, and in addition, on the location of the measuring 

point downstream from the elbow; after a radius bend, a flow distance of 40 v 

or more diameters may be required to reestablish completely the entra.nce v 

conditions. 

* Numbers in brackets refer to the corresponding numbers in the Bibliography. 
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Because of the many variables and the three-dimensional nature of 

the flow, analytical methods for analyzing flow in a bend have so far proved 

impracticable, except when used with simplifying assumptions which severely 

limit the applicability of the results. Availabl~ experimental data yield 

specific information as to the effect on a eiven elbow of the sepa ra te fac

tors discussed in the previous paragraph, but little of the data is given in 

such detail that the actual now process may be analyzed. To obtain the de

tailed data required to establish a general theory, a completely new set of 

experiments might be required, involving variation of each of the factors 

separately; this would be a considerable task. 

Nevertheless, it was decided to undertake an experimental program 

as an approach to the problem of establishing a general theory. To keep the 

experimental work brief, however, this investigation was limited to a single 

elbow with fixed radius ratio, aspect ratio, roughness, and deflection. The o 

Heynolds number could be varied over a w1de range by using both water and air,' 

by limiting the quantity of now, and by taking advantage of seasonal tem

perature changes in the river water supply. The input veloei ty distribution, 

could also be controlled. A smooth-walled channel with favorable RIB was 

selected to keep the vortices small an d thu s permit study of their effect 

on the flow. 

II. APPARATUS 

The Experimental Elbow 

The expe rimental elbow was fabricated of tr:.msparent luci te, with 

the following principal dimensions: 

Inside cross section •••••••••••••••••••• 6 in. square, 

Radius of bend ••••••••• inside •••••••••••.•••• 9 in., 

outside •••••••••••••• 15 in., 

mean •••••••.. ~ ••••••• 12 ino, 

Deflection angle o 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• G 9 • •• 90 , 

Upstream tangent leneth •.•••••• 21 in.:= 3t diameters, 

Downstream tangent length •••• 80~ in • ..:: l3t diameters, 

Radius ratio = 2 •••••••••••••••••••• Aspect ratio = 1. 
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A photograph of the elbow in use is shown in Fig. 1. The entranoe 

to tlw upstream tangent of the elbow waS bolted to a. plate on the end of a 

12-in. diameter supply pipe. Centered in the plate was a 6-in. square hole 

to match the cross section of the lucite pipe. To control the velocity die- v 

tribution, provision was made for inserting galvanized mesh between the tan- v 

gent and the plate. On the opposite side of the plate, inside the 12....m. pipe, 

bolts were provided for mounting a distributor ring ~ning fine holes for 

introducine dye or air bubbles. These bolts were long enough to serve also 

for mounting a sheet metal bellmouthed entrance 0 r additional lengths of 

6-in. square pipe inside the 12- in. diameter pipe. When -the additional up

stream tangent was used, the bellmouthed entrance waS placed at the entrance 

to the added length. Besides the distributor ring, a 1/4-in. brass pitot 

tube could be inserted through a gland in the l2-i~pipe wall just above the 

. downstream position of the bellmouthed entrance. This tube with tip pointing 

downstream was used to Jntroduce dye or air bubbles into the interior of the 

stream. Details of the elbow are shown in Fig. 2. 

The distributo r ring and brass tube were connected to a supply ,tank, 

which in turn was attached to the Laborator.y compressed air system. The tank 

held various dyes or air, which could be introduc ed into the distributing 

system already described. Through suitable rubber'tubes and connectors, the 

dyes or air could also be in troduced into any pi e Z ometer tap or other hole 

in the elbow. 

Fig. 2 shows the measuring ~ross sections ~hwere spaced at con

venient locations along the elbow and connecting tangents. At fi rat, the 

downstream tangent was lirntted in length, terminating at Section 9. After 

some data were taken, this tangent was increased to the length shown. 

Before the drilling of the many holes shown' in Figs. I and 2, the 

elbow and tangent walls were marred only by gage lines at the measuri~~ sec

tions. Thus, the walls were kept clear for photographic purposes. Later, 

1/32-in. holes.were drilled at the corners where gage lines intersected, and 

through these holes lias operated an apparatus for suspendine yarns in the 

elbow to indicate flow direction. Fig. 3 shows this apparatus. The yarns 

were white, I in. long., and were fastened to a black nylon fish line at I-in. 

spacing. The fish line was attached to a weight and~ey system which main

tained a steady tension and permitted traversing of the yarns. Yarns were 



strung horizontally at Sections 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9, and were strung vertically 

at Sections 5 and 8. 

Even~, the holes shown in Fig. 2 were drilled at each measuring 

sectio~ The 1/16~1n. diameter piezometer holes permitted the reading of wall 

pressures at 24 points around each sectio~as well as at some points between 

measuring sections. The l/16-in. diameter was maintained for 11 L in. from 

the inside wall and the hole was then expanded to J/4-~ diameter to receive 

a plug or a plastic tube connector to the gage system. These holes were 

carefully rounded at the inside edge to about l/64-in. radius to remove all 

burrs. At Sections lA and 15, only four wall piezometer taps were provided, 

one at the center of each side, and these were connected together to give an 

average static pressure readin~ The reliability of the wall piezometer tap~ 

as constructed, is indicated by pressure readings shown in Fig. 1.6, Section 5, 
where piezometers were provided from two perpendicular directions at each 

corner. (Before the length of the downstream tangent was increased, the 

spacing of the piezometer holes at each measuring section differed from the 

spaoing shown in Fig. 2. All wall pressure data are plotted at the points 

where the measurements were actually made.) 

Holes of i-in. diameter with removable plugs were provided on the 

top side of the pipe, just downstream of several measuring sections, as shown 

in Fig. 2. These were used for inserting a static tube to measure internal 

pressure, or a pitot tube for checking total head readings. These holes were 

also used periodically for inserting a,thermometer to read fluid temperature. 

At each measuring section, twenty~-in. holes (five on each wall) were pro

vided for insertion 0 f a pi tot cylinder-a device used for measuring total 

head and direction of flow. Each l/4-in. hole was provided with a plastic 

plug which could be inserted when" the hole was not in use. All holes and 

plugs were caIefuJJy finished on the inside to prevent disturbance to the flow. 

The Test Installation 

The 12~in. diameter supply pipe was connected to an air blower of 

large capacity, and also to the main Laboratory supply channel, drawing water 

directly from the Mississippi River. This arrangement is shown'in Figs. L 
and 5. The regulating valves in the l2-in. line were placed about 40 it up

stream from the elbow. About 35 ft downstream from the valves, a long honey

comb rectified the flow before it entered the bell mouth of the 6-in. pipe. 
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The flow of water through the elbow was limited to 4.5 cu ft per sec (18 ft 

per sec mean velocity) by the capacity of the discharge measuring apparatus. 

The blower limited the flow of air to 1800 cu ft per min (120 ft per sec mean 

velocity). 

The total gravity water head inducing flow in the elbow was about 

45 ft; short time variations of 0.1 to 0.2 ft and maximum variations of 0.3 

. to 0.4. ft in head occurred during a run under presumably constant conditions. 

The resulting variation in discharge or in pressure readings was not dis

cernible during the course of a run. The centrifugal blower which supplied 

air to the elbow was driven by a constant-speed induction motor. Al though 

the blower produced a pulsation of ver,y low amplitude which was discernible 

in pressure readings" there was no measurable variation of the discharge 

during a run with air. 

The downstream tangent to the elbow was connected to a diffusor 

which led through a vertical pipe Tee to another short length of12-jn. pipe. 

Th1s pipe led down from the Tee through a tailwater regulating valve to a 

discharge measuring flume and then into the waste channel. The tailwater 

regulating valve made it possible to keep the elbow flowing full at low water 

discharges. The diffusor and the open stand pipe above the Tee limited the 

working pressures within the lucite duct. 

The ~ch~ flume is a type H flume developed by the United States 

Department of Agriculture" Soil Conservation Service [2J. Th e dis charge 

weighing tanks at the Laboratory were used to calibrate this flume. It is 

believed that .the discharge measuring error is less than 1 pe r ce n t. Air 

discharges were determined by integration of measured velocities and" once 

dete rmined, were maintained by reference to the pressure drop across the 

elbow. 

Instrumentation 

The instruments used in making readings are pictured in Fig. 6. 

The static tube and pitot tube shown in Figs. 6d, 6e, and 7 are of standard 

design, and are matched in length so that from a given mounting hole" static 

and total head readings could be recorded for the same point in the flow. 

These tubes were calibrated in a submerged orifice at the same flows as were 

expected in the experiment. The coefficient of the static tube was 1.00 and 
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that of the pitot tube was 0.99, based on velocity head. The tubes were in

serted in to th e experimental duct through a cone-shaped rubber diaphragm, 

reinforced at the apex "I'h ere it was pierced by the tube. The base of the 

cone was cemented to a rubber gasket and wa s held in place by means of a 

1/8-in. flat metal plate with a l-in. diameter hole. this apparatus was fas

tened by "CII clamps to the duct wall. The tubes were held in position by a 

clamp attached to a universal joint mounted on a short ring stand. In this 

manner, the tubes could be rotatOO. to point directly into the three-dimensional 

curvilinear flow. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 8. 

The tube shown in Fig. 6a is termed a 1I1ong" pi tot cylinder because 

it completely spans the duct and has physical support at each of the two 

points where it breaches the duct wall. This is in contrast to the "canti

levered" pi tot cylinders, shown in Figs. 6b and 6c, which are supported from 

the insertion point in only one d u c t wall. The pi tot cylinders were used 

for making direction readings by balancing the pressures on the two holes, and 

for making total head readings by pointing one hole directly into the stream. 

Since static head was not read with this instrument, the angle between the 

holes was not critical. A report of an investigation of these pi tot cylinders 

is included in this report as Appendix I. In Appendix I, a drawing of the 

long cylinder is shown in Fig. 2, and the cantilevered cylinders are illus

trated in Fig. 3. 

When held at the same point in the parallel flow before the elbow, 

the long pitot cylinder gave the same readings as did the pitot tube which 

had been previously calibrated. From these identical readings, there was 

assumed a cylinder coefficient, or tube factor, of 0.99, based on velocity 

head. However, in comparing the measured discharge with the discharge ob

tained from integrating velocity measurements in the experimental elbow, the 

coefficient appeared to be about 0.98 (0.9'75 is given in Appendix I, but more 

complete data indicates that 0.98 is more correct). 'I'his variation was pro

bably due to a difference in the scale of turbulence between the flow in the 

elbow and that in the test orifice. A determination made of the coefficients 

for the two cantilevered cylinder.s showed them to be smaller by less than 

1 per cent than the coefficients for tpe long cylinder. 

The long cylinder and larger cantilevered cylinder were held in the 

channel by rubber "0" rings Bet in lucite plates which could be screwed down 



at each measuring section. The cylinder could then be pushed in and out 

through the "0" rings. Fig. 9 shows the direction-measuring equipment for 

the cylinder~ a removable poJnter and a pI' 0 tractor on a protractor hJJder 

which clamped to the 1ucite plate. The 900 line on the protractor was made 

to coincide with the nom.al to the eros s section a teach 'meastfring point. , 

This could be done to wi thin 10 , and t he protractor could be read to the 
o closest 1. Engraved on the cylinders was a length scale which was used for 

determining distance from the wall, and which could be read to the closest 

0.05 in. The smaller cantilevered cylinder was held in place in the 1/4-in. 

ho1es, .. by a brass bushing and by the micrometer depth gage shown in Fig. 6b. 
This cylinder was used for total head readings near the waJ.:l, and was not used 

for direction readings. The ,distance from the wall could be read to the 

closest 0.001 inG 

For pressure readings when water was used in the elbow, two mano

meters were provided: a 100-in. "U" tube, with a water-air interface, and a 

50-in. "U" tube with a water-kerosene interface for reading small pressure , 
differences. Both manometers led to the Bame outlet which was connected by 

rubber tubes to the pi tot devices; a swi to hing of valves would change the 

readings from one gage to the other. The manometers could be read to the 

closest 0.05 in., except at the highest velocities where pulsations caused 

variations of 0.2 to 0.4 in. The measured velocity heads were betwe~nabout 

10 in. and 100 in. of water, so that readings were accurate to about i i per 

cent of the velocity head. 

Since the river water used in most of the ~riment6 released con

siderable dissolved air in the gage lines during the winter season, all lines 

were carefully designed with steep slopes to facilitate bleeding. In addition, 

both legs of each manometer were frequently checked against atmospheric pres

sure to detect the presence of air bubbles. The temperatlre of the gage fluid 

'Was not obtained, and it 'is possible that this deficiency may have caused 

some error in the readings with the 'kerosene gageo To obtain simultaneous 

ph 0 to g r a phic pressure readings at a nu.mber of points, a mul tiple manometer 

board was trie~ but had to be abandoned because of the difficulty of keeping 

all lines f.ree of air bubbles. (As mentioned previously, the flow was essen

tially constant for a long enough period of time so that no difficulty was 

occasioned by taking individual readings.) 
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When air was flowing through the elbow, pressure measurements were 

made with a calibrated inclined manometer (draft gage), using a gage fluid 

furnished by the manufacturer. Readings could 00 made to the closest 0.005 in. 

on the scale, and the minimum velocity head reading on the scale was .36 in. 

Thus, the error was less than l! per cent of the velocity head in ~the worst 

case. 

It may be noted here that during about six winter monthe, the river 

water used in these exper.lments is crystal clear and most adaptable for photo

graphic purposes. DUring the rest of the year, the water is somewhat turbid, 

principally as a result of the presence of minute plant life and silt. Also 

during the summer, the luoite becomes coated with mold at low flows, but the 

, duct surfaces may be maintained in a high state of transparency by frequent 

waxing. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Visual and Photographic Observations 

The first flow observations were made visually and photographically. 

Fig. 10 is a photograph 0 f the boundary streamlines for a water flow at a 

* Reynolds number of about 250,000 (9.5 ft per sec mean velocity). In the 

pho~ograph, t he dashed lines normal to the duct wall mark the limits of the 

bend. The photographs cover the duct from just above Section 2 to just be

ycind Section 9. For making this picture, the interior walls of the lucite 

elbow were coated with a thin paste of aluminum powder in SAE )0 machine oU. 

The water was then permitted to flow for several minutes--until the boundary 

.. streamlines became stable. While the water continued to :flow, th~ elbow walls 

were photographed from tho outside at various positions. ~inally, the nega

tives obtained we r e pr in ted by projection (some on curved surfaces) to a 

uniform Bcale and mounted in mosaic. A simi lar series of photographs was 

made at a Re,ynolds number of about 140,000, but because of the lower ~ity, 

the boundary streamlines were not as clearly impressed as for the higher 

flow. In comparing the negatives for these two .flo'ws~ there was no perceptible 

* Reynolds number in this paper is based on a length parameter equal to the 
width of the elbow--l/2 ftQ 
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difference that could not be attributed to the poor impression of the stream
.• r --- ,lines at the lower flow. 

Figs. lla1 llb1 and 12 are photographs showing air bubbles in the 

flow of water through the elbow. Fig. lla shows the pattern of flow along 

the inside wall at the bend1 and Fig. 11b shows the pattern of these same 

bubbles .in a horizontal plane at mid-depth at the downstream end of the bend. 
Fig. 12 is also taken in a horizontal plane near mid-depth in the bend, and 

shows the bubbles being carried around the bend near the center of the stream. 

at a radius of curvature approximately equal to the mean radius of the bend, 

except for a slight deviation near th e downstream point of tangency. All 

three photographs were made at a Reynolds number of about 250,000. (Although 
a photograph was not made of the bubbles near the upstream point of tangency, 

these bubbles were seen to curve slightly at all depths before the point of 
tangency was reached.) 

Another series Qf photographs was made usine yarns to indicate the 
direction of flo w, in th e apparatus which has been previously described. 

F::I.g. 13 is one of this series. Rig. 14 presents mosaics of photographs showing 

flow in horizontal, longitudinal sections of the elbow. The yarns are lo

cated at Sections 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9; y is the distanoe from the top boundary 

to the yarns, and d is the depth of the duct (6 in.). Similar photo g r a phs 

illustrating horizontal and vertical' components of now at several measuring 

seotions are presented in Fig. 15. In F~g. ~5, x is the distance from the 

inside wall to the yarns, and b is the ~dth of the duct (6 in.~ Figs. 14 
and 15 represent a water flow at a Reynolds number of about 220,000. A simi

lar set of photographs was taken at a Reynolds, number of about 58,000, the 

lowest number at which the yarns would follow th~ now. A comparison of the 
negatives for the two i'lolm, yam by yam, showed ,'identical directions at all 

points, with the following exceptionss 

Section 3, points d-p and f-p (Fig. 2): The yarns were deflected 
o about 3 more toward the center of curvature at the lower 

Reynolds number than they were for the higher number. 

Section 5, point a-p t The yarns were deflected by 200 more toward 

mid~epth at the lower Reynolds number than they were for 

the higher number. At point a-d', the deflection appeared 

the same. 
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Section 7, points a-wand a-xI The yarns were deflected about 80 

further away fr 0 m the center of curvature for the higher 

Reynolds number than they were for the lower number. (Yarns 

were not pootogrn]iled at the point symmetrical to a-x-a-t.) 

Section 71 points d-w, a-y, and d~: The yarns were deflected 
o about 12 more away from the center of channel curvature 

for the lower Reynolds number than they were for the higher 

number. (Yarns were not photographed at the symmetrical 

points- a-u and d-u.) 

Section 8, points a-w, d-w, and f-w: The yarns were deflected 

800m 3°.further from the inside wall for the higher Reynolds 

number than they were for the lower number. 

Section 9, points a-w .. d-w, and f-w: The yarns were deflected about 

80 away from the inside wall at the higher Reynolds number, 

while the yarns for the lower number were practically par

allel to the wall. 

100 

The second set of photographs is not published since the prints of 

the two sets appear so much alike. The differences enumerated above are shown 

clearly only by a comparison of the negatives by overlaying. The reliability 

of the results obtained by use of the yarns was indicated in the experiments 

by retaking four of the high now photographs at a later t1Jne; the photographs 

were identical with the earlier pictures. The flow directions given by the 

yarns at a Reynolds number of 220,000 also compare reasonably well with the 

directions given by the pitot cylinder at a Reynolds number of 225,000. 

Several other methods Were used to visualize the flow of water in 

the elbow. A fine nylon fish line was inserted through the measuring holes 

by means of a hypodermic needle, and the free end of the line appeared to 

follow the streamlines well. A rather striking demonstration by this means 

was provided when the line was inserted at Section 3, Line h, to varying 

depths from the top. When the end of the needle was held close to the wall, 

the line followed the typical spiral, but when the needle protruded 1/4 to 

3/8 in. into the flow, the direc~ion of the line changed rather abruptly and 

it was carried downstream without spiralling. 

Also added to the flow in an attempt to visualize the currents were 

globules of a mixture of carbon tetrachloride and benzol (wi t h a specific 
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gravity of one), both clear and with red dye added. These globules, however, 

were hard to detect with ai ther the camera or the eye. Particles of alum i

num powder wetted with alcohol were also inserted into the flow, but were not 

ver,r satisfactor,r for observation, since they formed a grey cloud rather than 

distinct particles. 

flow. 

There was no attempt at visual observation of the air 

Dye filaments were used for some observations of laminar flow in 

the elbow. Fluorescein dye was introduced by means of a hypodermic needle 

which was inserted into the elbow through the piezometer hoJes at the measur-

ing sections at right angles to the flow. The needle, having a sharpened 

end, would tend to create turbulent vortices at a fairly low Reynolds number. 

The :investigation began at Re = 1000, where the flow was very definitely lami

nar at all points. 

Dye was added continuously at Section 2, near the center of the 

duct, while the discharge was gradually increased. The filamffi1t of dye re

mained steady until approximately Re:: 2000, at which point it began to 

waver and break up. To determine whether the curvilinear flow further down

stream would be laminar at this Reynolds number, the dye tube was inserted 

at Section 5 without further changing the discharge. The flow here was also 

turbulent. Previous eXReriments [3] had shown the Reynolds critical to be 

higher in curvilinear flow than in rectilinear flow. The difference in re

sults is probably explained by the fact that the e~rlier tests were made in 

established curvilinear flow, while in th is case the tests were made in a 

transition length. 

Another notable flow phenomenon illustrated by the dye was a lami

nar boundary layer which persisted in a very thin layer even to a Reynolds 

number of between 10,000 and 20,000. At a Reynolds number just above 2000, 

the laminar bou ndary layer near the bend followed the typi.ca1 bend spiral 

along the top and down the inside, wh i1e th e flow immediately outside the 

boundary (where the dye stream wavered and broke up) appeared to follow the 

duct downstream without spiralling. This flow pattern was observed at both 

Sections 3 and 5. At higher Reynolds numbers, the laminar boundary layer, 

as well as some of the turbulent fluid, followed the typical spiral, but 

there appeared to be a rather abrupt change in direction from the spiralling 

fluid at the boundary to the ~maining fluid in the ducto 
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Measurements in the Elbow 

Tabulated in Table I are the series of runs in the experimental el

bow which yielded numerical data. 

TABLE I 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Series Mean 
Velocity Data on 

No. Fluid ft per sec Re Figure Nos.* Remarks 

I Water 7.9 2.25xlO5 16, 17, 18 

II II' 7.9 3. 99xl05 19,20,21,22 Differs from I 
because of tempera-
ture difference. 

III II 16.8 6. 26xl05 23, 24, 25 

IV II 16.8 8. 25xl05 20,26,27,28 Differs from III 
because of tempera-
ture difference. 

V " 2.5 1.2lxl05 20,29,30,31 

VI Air 4l. l.193xl05 35,36,37 Approximately 
same Re as V. r 7.9 

3.21x105 
32 } 

Effect of entrance 

'" B 1608 6.80xl05 33 
conditions. 

VII water 
C 8.6 3.0xl05 34 

* Cross Sections in these figures are to be ex8.lllDd with the observer looking· 
downstream. The duct bends to the left. 

For taking data, each measuring cross section was divided into 25 

interior I-in. squares, 20 exterior i-in. by I-in. rectangles, and four cor
ner i-in. squares (see Fig. 2). The aim was to define adequately the flow 

for each run by obtaining a relative static pressure, a relative total head, 

and a velocity (both magnitude and direction) at the center of each of these 
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elementary areas at a sufficient number of sections. Table I indicates the 

fj.gure number on whtch may be found data for each series of runs. Each reai

ing is plotted at the point where it was actually made. All data taken are 

shown in one or the other of these figures, and the ahsence of data at any 

measuring point indicates that readings were not made at that point. The 

Reynolds numbers given in Table I are average values; the actual values varied 

within 3 per cent of this average, the variation being caused by temperature 

variations during a series. For Series VI, using air, the Reynolds number 

was held constant within 1 per cent and the discharge was varied within 3 per 

cent of the mean to maintain the Reynolds number for varying temperatures. 

All pressures in all runs were measured with reference to the aver

age static pressure at Section lAo The wall piezometers at Section lA were 

permanently connected to one leg of the differential manometero This prac

tice eliminated any local error ~ich might have resulted from the presence 

of tubes in the flow or from minor changes in flow head. All readings were 

recorded in inches of water at room temperature (550 - BOoF), but these data 

are presented in the diagrams as the dimensionless ratio of the actual read

ing (in inches) to the velocity head of the mean flow an feet). The factor, 

12, thus introduced, reduced the number of digits necessary at each plotted 

point. 

For each run, static pressures were read at each wall piezometer by 

connecting the piezometers in turn nth the free leg of the differential mano-

meter. In Series I, static pressures were also read at a large number of 

internal points. From these data, it was determined that internal pressures 

could be fairly well predicted from wall pressures. Therefore, on all sub

sequent runs, internal static pressures were read at only a few critical 

points, and necessary internal pressures were obtained by interpolation from 

the top and bottom wall pressures. 

To obtain an internal static pressure reading, the static tube was 

mounted in the universal clamp and inserted through the gland previously de

scribed. The tube was aligned in the flow by rotation while forcing air out· 

,of the static holes and observing the bubbles; when all bubbles appeared 

alike, it was assumed that the pressure around the holes was uniform and the 

tube correctly aligned. A head reading with the manometer was then obtained. 
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Total heads and directions were read by inserting the pitot cylin

der to the center of each square and rectangle in turn. On severa 1 runs, 

readtngs were made only at the bottom or the top half of the channel, since 

the two halves were found to yield nearly symmetrical results. Direction 

readings were made first, vecording the angle rieht and left, or up and down, 

of the normal to the section. The total head readings were then taken in the 

indicated direction. At each point, a direction reading was made once with 

the cylinder vertical and once with the cylinder horizontal, in order to ob

tain poth horizontal and vertical components of flow angularity. Be cause 

the pitot cylinder could not be inserted along Lines b, n, q, or c' (Fig. 2), 

directions that would otherwise have been read-in those positions were either 

obtained from the yarns, Figs. 14 and 15, and boundar.y streamlines, Fig. 10, 

or were assumed parallel to the wall. 

Total heads were reduced to velocity heads by applying measured 

static heads previously obtained or by applying values interpolated from them. 

Total and velocity heads were corrected for angularity of flow out of the 

plane of measurement by dividing the velocity head by the square of the co

sine of the angularity (see Appendix I). The corrected total heads are shown 

on the diagrams. No correction, however, was made for tuoe coefficient, but 

this does not seriously affect the relative accuracy of the data presented-

see Appendix IIo 

Although velocities are not basic measured data, the velocity dia

grams are presented with the pressure and total head diagrams in order to 

complete the flow description in one place. All velocity data are given in 

the dimensionless form, v/v, where v is a velocity component at a point, 

and v is the mean velocity in the cross section as determined from the 

flume discharge measurements for water f10ws,or from integration at one 

cross section for air flows. The velocity magnitude at each point was de

termined from the corrected velocity head. Wor greater accuracy, these com

putations we re made from the original dimensional data rather than fr om the 

plotted dimensionless total heads and static heads.) For plotting purposes, 

the velocity was reduced to three components by applying the measured direc

tion angles: one 10ngi tudinBJ. (normal to the cross section), and two others 

at riEht angles to each other within the cross section. Numerical values and 

contours shown on the velocity diagrams refer to the longitudinal components, 
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while the resultants of the components within the cross section are shown in 

both direction and magnitude by the plotted arrows. 

Beneath the velocity diagram for each section is shown the mean 

velocity as obtained by integration of the longitudinal velocity components. 

It is presented in the dimensionless fom, ~ut:.A/v, where llA is one of the 

elementar,y areas shown in Fig. 2, u is the longitudinal velocity component 

at the center of that area, and, v is as defined above. These values should 

be particularly reliable in the straight flow" Section 2. Here, as well as 

at many other sections, the values are larger than unity by a factor of one 

over the square root of the tube ooefficient" wi thin the limits of experimental 

error. It should be noted that in forming the sum, 2::. ~A, the flow in the 

four corner l/2-in. squares has been neglected. At the same time, the velo

ci ty measured at the center of each of the 1/2-in. by I-in. elementar,y rect

angles is larger than the mean velocity for that area; this may be seen by 

examining the velocity curves near the boundaries, as shown in Fige 34. It 

is assumed that this excess is approximately balanced by neglecting the flow 

at the corners. (Of course, this assumption can be exactly true at only one 

Reynolds number.) In Series V J Fig. 31, and in Series VII, Fig. 32, the 

value of ~uAA/v is les6 than unity for some sections. This result is evi

dently in error, and the error is attributed to the failure to observe the 

temperature of the ~age fluid in the kerosene gage, as suggested in Section . 
II of this paper, or to a defect in the method of integration. A rough cor-

rection to these data could be made by increasing the value of each velocity 

component so as to make the value of ~uAA/v equal to unity divided by the 

square toot of the tube coefficient (11 "(0:98). 

Beneath the total head diagram fo r each section, the mean total 

head for tha t sootIDn is shown. 'Ibis was obtained by integration -- ~HuM~u~A, 

where H is the dimensionle ss total head at the center of each elementary 

area, and the other quanti~ies are as defined above. Again the four corners 

have been neglected in the integration on the same assumption as was made in 

the case of velocity integration. 

Ser.ws II, IV, V, and VI are complete series except where data were 

not taken in the top or bottom half of a section because of symmetry. Series 

I and' III were made before the downstream tangent was increased in length 

beyond Section 9, an d are complete to that point only. Series VII was Jimi ted 
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to checking the effect of entrance conditions. In this s eries, seven duct 

vddths (h2 in.) of additional upstream tangent were first added inside the 

12-in. supply pipe, and later a 1/2-in. square mesh screen was introduced 

between the bellmouthed entrance and the normal upst ream tangent. Only a 

limited amount of data, as shown in the_figures, was taken for this series. 

The data given in Fig. 34 were confined to a region near the wall, and were 

taken with the smaller cantilevered pitot cylinder. 

IV. A DESCRIPTION OF THE FLOW 

Flow in the Bend 

The data obtained in this investigation provide a rather complete 

description of the flow in this experimental elbow and of its variation with 

Reynolds number. The familiar double spiral flow can be seen clearly in the 

boundary streamlines, Fig. 10. The spiral may also be inferred from the 

yarns', Figs. 14 and 15, and it can be seen less clearly in the velocity dia

r,rams, Figs. 18, 22, 25, 28, 31, and 31. The experiments using air bubbles 

and fish line in turbulent flow, and dye filaments in laminar flow all plajnly 

illustrated the spiral. 

In this square, smooth duct of favorable R/B, the strength of the 
p' 

spiral is not great and the secondary currents of the spiral can be seen 

clearly only in the layers near the top and inside boundary. Fig. 38, for 

instance, presents two composite prints of several pictures of the yarns. 

In one print are superimposed four photographs taken from the bottom of the 

duct, and in the other, three photographs taken from the inside, at Section 

5 at a Reynolds number of 220,000. In the prints, the yarns which are de

flected most are at the lower boundar,y (y/d= 0), or at the inside (x/b = 0), 

respectively. Those deflected next most are at y/d = 1/16, or at x/b = 1/12; 

the next at y/d == 1/8, or at x/b = 1/4; and the yarns which closely follow 

the duct curvature in the horizontal plane are at y/d = 1/4. A photograph of 

the yarns in the horizontal plane at y/a = 1/2 shows a pattern identical to 

that at y/d = 1/4, but it is not included in the composite prints. Likewise, 

photographs in the vertical plane at x/b = 1/2, 11/12, and 1 show only small 

differences from that at x/b = 1/4, and are not included in the prints. 

These prints show that the principal secondary flow is confined to the top 
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and ins ide wall, and that the return secondary flow at Section 5 is very 

small. In fact, in Section V of this paper, it will be shawn that the spiral 

flow must be initially a boundary layer phenomenon. 

The ~imenta1 data show that the flow streamlines begin to curve ~ 

before the beginning of channel curvature (between Sections 2 and 3). The V' 

streamline curvature commences approximately one duct width upstream from the" 

bend, and is at first the same throughout the depth of the duct. However,J 

by the time the beginning of duct curvature is reached, the boundary stream

lines show slightly more curvature than those in the interior. In the bend,v 

the interior streamlines rapidly approach the duct curvature, although the' 

boundary streamlines follow the spiral. Near the end of the bend, the inte-./ 

rior streamlines again curve at a radius larger than the due t radius, par ... " 

ticularly near the inside wall, and continue to curve perceptibly for about· 

one duct width downstream from the end of the bend. This eu rvature of the 

streamlines may be Been in the photographs of the air bubbles, Figs. lIb and 

12~ and in the photographs of the yarns, Fig. 14. 

It is interesting to observe that the flow, at least in the region 

away from the top and bottom walls, tends to follow a combination of two

dimensional potential flow patterns. Fig. 39 has been prepared to demonstrate 

this phenomenon. In that figure, longitudinal velocity components from the 

velocity diagrams, Figs. 18, 22, 25, 28, 31, 32, 33, and 37 have been replot

ted in the form of horiZontal velocity profiles for each section. It is 

seen that the entrance profile at Section 2 closely represents a parallel, 

uniform flow at infinity. The velocities in the profiles at Sections 3, 5, / 
and 7, around the bend, are distributed in accordance wi th the law of poten- '-' 

tial flow for a free vortex: ur = constant, where r is the radius of cur- .

vature of the streamlines, and. u is the longitudinal velOCity component. 

At Section 5, the curvature of the streamlines is identical with that of the 

channel wal1s-- r= 12 in. at midstream (the curve of ur = constant is dis

placed from the plotted points to avoid confusion); but at Sections 3 and 7, 
it is much flatter-- . r = about 24 in. a.t midstream. Dis regarding the low 

velocity area near the inner wall, the profiles and streamlines at Sections 

8 GIl d 9 are also similar to those for a theoretical potential flow leaving a 

bend. Beyond Section 9, the similarity to potential flow disappears. The v 

energy interchange between streamlines smooths out the velocity distribution, \i 

and the boundary layer for parallel flow also begins noticeably to penetrate ,~ 
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the interior after the flow passes Section 9. The velocity profiles at Sec

tion 14 are probably as much like the entrance profiles at Sec tion 2 as is 

pOl!!stble; beyond Section 14, the boundary layer will grow until a normal tUr-

\ bulent velocity profile is established. 

peEaration 

\ 
In addition to tl'e initial double spiral, a second source of aecond- v 

ary\current, resulting from separation, may be seen at the end of the bend,J 

near'Section 7. FiB. lla shows air bubbles following the spiral along the 

inside wall to the end of the bend. Fig. Ilb shows some of the same bubbles 

in the horizontal plane at mid-depth. 'lhase protographs show that the bubbles, 

and thus th e streamlines, leave the inside wall near the end of the bend. 

This phenomenon can also be observed in the photographs of the yarns I Figs. 14 
and 15. In Figs. 39 and 40, longitudinal velocity components have been re

plotted as vertical and horizontal velocity profiles, respectively. These 

two figures clearly show that there w a definite surface of separation along 

which vorticity must be produced. 

The various figures also show that separation at Section 1 is con

fined to a region between approximately the upper and lower quarter of the 

duct. This confinement may be attributed to the effect of the double spiral. 

BasicaJJy, separation results from the failure of the streamlines of the two- v 

dimension~ flow to follow the inner ~l of the elbow. Near mid-depth, how

ever, separation is enhanced by the return flow from the spir81,while nearer 

the top and bottom walls, the spiral itself hinders separation. The trace of 

the surface of separation in a crOBS section near the end of the bend, and 

the resulting vorticity are sketched in the accompanying figure: 

INSIDE 
OF BEND 

OUTSIDE 
OF BEND 

SURFAOE OF SEPARATION 
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The vorticity pattern may be detected in the secondary flow arrows of the 

vp.locity diagrams. 

The double spiral has yet another effect on the separation at the 

end of the bend. Figs. 39 and 40 show that fluid ts flowing with an appreci-

able positive velocity in the separated area. In a two-dimensional separa-

tion, one would expect no flow or a reversed flow in the separated area. 

Since no other source of fluid is available, it must be concluded, then, that 

the spiral is supplying fluid to the separated area. Since this fluid comes 

from a boundary layer, it has relatively low energy and small velocity. At 

the srune time, the fluid in the rest of the cross section must posses:; a high 

velocity in order to satisfy the equation of continuity. Thls velocity how

ever is not as large as it would be if there were no flow into the separated 

area. 

The separated area near the inside wall of the elbow is gradually 

extended, and the velocity and energy of the fluid therein are gradually in

creased by interchange of energy with the adjacent high velocity layers and 

by influx of fluid from the spiral. The process has been nearly but not en

tirely completed at th e last measurine section, 11 elbow widths downstream 

from the end of the bend. The double spiral is also still detectable at the 

last measuring section, but it has been redistributed so that it is negligible 

on the boundar,y and apread throughout the interior. The changes in velocity 

may be traced in the velocity diagrams and profiles, Figs. 18,22, 25, 28, 

31, 32, 33, 37, 39, and ho. 

Effect of Reynolds Number and Entrance Profile 

Concerning Reynolds nl~ber, the remarkable fact is that all these 

flows are so much alike. There are small, but possibly significant, differ

ences between the photographs of the yarns at Re:::: 58,000 and Re = 220,000. 

All of the measured runs, however, appear very much alike--that is, between 

Re :::: 120,000 and Re = 825,000. 

In ~. 40, which shows vertical velocity profiles, a slight change 

in profile may be detected as the Reynolds number changes. The velocity pro-v" 

files downstream from the bend seem to be less distorted for a high Reynolds'; 

number than for a lower Reynolds number. The yarns indicate that the double,/ 

spiral for the lower Reynolds number deflected the flow more than did the 
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spiral for a higher number and that, generally, the spiral was relatively 

stronger fo r the lower number. Exceptions to this phenomenon occur down

stream from the bend (at Sections 7, B, and 9) at mid-depth, where the flow 

a.ppears to leave the wall more abruptly at tbe higher Reynolds number than 

it did at the lower number. An explanation for these observations is offered 

in the next section of this paper. 

The air flow, at the same Reynolds number as the lowest water flow, 

appears to produce the same velocity profiles as the water floWBo 

The effect of entrance velocity profile is shown by the data taken 

m. th the a1. tered entrance conditions. The addition of 7 duct widths of en

trance length changed the profile at Section 2, as may be seen in Figs. 32, 

33, and 34; the longer entrance caused an increase in the velocity in the 

center of the duct and a decrease in the velocity near the walls, in accord

ance with the boundary layer theory. The effect is noticeable at Section 8, 
downstream from the bend (see Fig. 34); there, the absolute velocities along 

Line:r were higher near the top wall and lower in the interior than for a 

normal entrance. At Section 9 (Fig. 39), the area of low longitudinal velo

city in the interior extends further toward the outside wall, and the high 

velocity along the outside wall is higher than for the previous flows. In 

other words, the separated area is larger and the velocity gradient across 

the separation is somewhat greater for this entrance profile. 

Energy Loss. 

To obtain a total energy curve for each series, average, total heads 

at the several measuring sections around the bend are plotted 'in Fig. 41 
agai nst distance measured ,along the centerline of the duct. Rather than 

plotting the average total head, only the average wall pressure drop from 

the reference section is plotted at Section 15, since internal head readings 

were not made at this section. As stated in a previous paragraph, it is be

lieved that the entrance profile has been very nearly reestablished at Sec

tion 14, and that, therefore, the pressure drop is a satisfactor.r measure of 

the energy loss beyond that sectiono Values of A, the loss in a straight, 

smooth pipe, are also plotted in Fig. 41. These values are taken from the 

formula ~. "" ~ log RY;::- - 0.8, but c heck very closely with the pressure 

drop between the reference section and Section 2 (parallel floW) in the ex-

perimental pipe. The i\ curve is drawn to pasa through the value of the 



average total enerry at Section 2 for each series. 

(To reduce the effect of 

in Section III of this paper, 

average total heads at Sections 

the apparent error in velocities mentioned 

a corrective factor has been applied to the 

2, 7, 8, 9, 12, and 14 of Series V and to 

that at Section 2 of Series VIIA. The corrective factor was obtained by first 

finding an intennediate factor which would make "Z.. uAA/v for each of the above 

sections equal to the inverse of the square root of the tube coefficient, 

l/~. This intermediate factor was then squared to obtain the corrective 

multiplier for the averare total head. It has also been assumed in plotting 

Fig. 41 that the changes in total energy of the air flow are measured by the 

changes in total head.) 
- -2 

The ordina,te of Fie. 41 is H/~, where H is the average total 

ener,gy. ;!.n ft of water at a given section, am. v :is the mean velocity of flow 

in ft pe r sec taken from the discharge measurement for the given series. 

-2 
Thus, where the bend loss is t,Y-, the difference between the A line and 

2g 

the corresponding total energy line at any point measures the coefficient t; 
for bend loss to that point. At Section 15, the coefficient ~ has the fol

lowing values: 

Re ~ 
1.2 x 105 0.080 

4.0 x 105 0.094. 

8.25 x 105 0.096 

The trends of the energy curves a re remarkably alike for similar 

Reynolds numbers and similar discharges, but the experiments showed a marked 

difference in form between the curves for high and low Reynolds numbers as 

the flow proceeds around the bend. Near the beginning of the bend, the low 

flow undergoes a comparatively ]a rge loss of head, the medium flow a medium 

loss, and the high flow a small 'loss. Near the end of the bend, the trend 

appears to be reversed, although it is not quite so definite as near the be

ginning. The total lOBS is a combination resulting from these two trends, 

and in this experiment, the loss is higher for the high Reynolds number than 

for the low one. If the value of fb for each now\is increased by about 001 

, 
\ 



in accordance with the remarks in Appendix II, the values of .g, in this ex

perimen t will be found to agree well with those obtained by previous investi

gators [4]. 

In interpreting the high energy loss near the beginning of curva

ture, it must be remembered that measurements in these experiments were not 

made closer to the wall than 1/4 in. Yet, it has been shown that near the 

beginning of curvature, the principal spiral currents are that close and 

closer to the wall. Therefore, much of the kinetic energy contained in the 

spiral is not included in the measurements at Section 3, and some of it i.8 

not included at Sectkn ,. The early drop of the energy curve at low Reynolds 

numbers then indicates that for these numbers, the urnneasured spiral contains 

more kinetic energy and is stronger than for the higher numbers. The rise 

in the energy curve around the bend is explained by the diffusion of the 

spiral into the interior where it is included in the frieasurements for later 

sections. 

V. AN ADDITION TO THE THEORY OF FLOW IN BENDS 

A theory describing t·he flow of fluids in bends of established cur

vature has been formulated previously [4] ,and this theory has been verified 

by experiment. The flow in the transition sections at the beginning and at 

the end of a bend, however, has not been so well described. It is believed 

that the data obtained in this eA~eriment offer a basis for a theoretical 

explanation of the flow in these transition lengths. Togethe~ with the ex

ist:i.ng theory, this explanation provides a general theory for the flow in 

bends. 

The Initial Vortex 

The cOMnonly accepted explanation for the formation of the bend 

spiral is that the spiral follows from the unbalance of the centripetal forces 

of the curving streamlines between the interior of the bend and its boundaries. 

Such an explanation is not adequate for all of the details observed in this 

experj.ment. Instead, there has been developed a somewhat allied explanation, 

based on the assumption that a fluid will tend to follow the two-dimensional 

potential flow pattern imposed by its boundaries, except when the tendency 
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is obstructed by viscous forces nearthe boundaries. This explanation differs 

from previous explanations mainly in the point or points of origin of the 

secondary flow. 

In Section IV C£ this paper, it was concluded that ihere is a general 

tendency for the velocity distribution in the vicinity of a bend to follow 

approximately the distribution for a combination of two-dimensional potential 

flows. Within a bend, the distribution is that of a potential or free vor

tex, while approaching or leaving the bend, the distribution changes to that 

of the appropriate sharp-angled bend. Of course, in these experiments, the 

input velocity profile was conducive to the maintenance of potential flow. 

Even with a normal turbulent distribution at entrance, however, there is 

still a tendency for the flow to follow a combination of potential flow pat

terns. Fig. 42, which is reproduced from Wattendorf [5] , shows the devel

opment of the velocity profile in a curved duct with an aspect ratio equal 

to 18, and a radius ratio of 4~5. Wattendorfls curves show that within the~ 
bend, the effect of the turbluent entrance profile is simply to delay the~ 

final attainment afthe potential distribution; this distribution is attained~ 

at about 1500 around the bend. Furthermore, Wattendorfls data. show that in 

stabilized, two-dimensional curvature, the potential pattern is mai~tained 

and resists the penetration of the boundar,r layer. The approach to potential 

flow within the bend is demonstrated by the data of Mockmore [6] for an open 

channel, and of Robertson [ 7] and Yarnell [8) for a circular pipe. 

Fig. 39, Section 3,rnid-depth, and Fig. 42, Section OO,show graphi

cally that, even at the beginning of duct curvature, there exists the ten

dency toward a velocity distributionin accordance with the potential vortex. 

This tendency follows from the curvature imposed by the curved boundaries~ 

on the streamlines entering the bend. Fig. 39 also shows the average velo

ei ty profiles at 1 in. and at 1/4 in. from the upper boundary at Section 3. 

These profiles resemble the profile at mid-depth, except that the profile at 
1/4 in. tends to remain flat near the inner wall. By its friction, the upper 

wall has resisted the formation of the higher velocity required by the ten

dency toward a potential distribution. In considering a boundar,y layer phe

nomenon like wall friction, however, 1/4 in. is relatively distant from the 

wall. It is reasonable to aSSUme that the closer to the upper wall a profile 

is taken, the less the profile will resemble the potential profile, particu-
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larly near the inner wall and near the beginning of curvature. Of course, 

the same conditions would apply to a region near the bottom wall. 

Fig. 39 shows further that:in the region between 1 in. from the top 

and 1 in. from the bottom of the duct, therem a unifol~ly large increase in 

velocity nepr the inside wall as the flow progresses from Section 2, where 

there is no streamline curvature, to Section 3. There is also a large de

crease near the outside wall. Correspondingly, the pressures along the in

side wall drop and those along the outside wall increase in this area (see 

Fig. 20). These changes are all in accordance with the potential flow re

quirements. 

On the other hand, horizontal profiles taken very close to the upper 

or lower wall would show a relatively small velocity increase near the 'inner 

wall as the flow progressed from Section 2 to Section 3, because the top and 

bottom walls resist the formation of the higher velocities required by a po

tential flow. Near the outer wall, however, such profiles would show a large 

decrease of velocity, in accordance with the tendency toward a potential 

distribution. Correspondingly, the pressures near the top and bottom inside 

corners would not drop a great dealas the flow progresses between Sections 2 

and 3, willIe the pressure near the outside walls would increase vdth the de

creasing velocity as it does in the interior of the duct. Thus, along the 

inside wall at Section 3, and even before the flow reaches this area, there 

would be at the top and bottom an area of pressure relatively higher than in 

the central portion, but on the outside wall, the pressure would be uniformly 

high. The same 8i tuation would continue to prevail, but on a smaller scale, 

as long as the curvature continues. 

Figs. 16 and 23 present experimental verification of this conclu

sion. (It was impossible to obtai.n more data of this nature because of the 

change in piezometer tap locations made after the completion of Series I and 

III.) Of course, in Figs. 16 and 23, the pressure is plotted in straight 

line variation between points at and d I on the inside wall. The pressure 

diagrams for the other series, however, show that there is little pressure 

increase from z to b '. Actually, the curve should look more like the 

following sketch. 
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The data show that this considerable curvature occurs only:in a pressure curve 

taken near the inside wan. A curve taken further in the interior of the 

fluid would be noar1y flat as it approached the upper or lower wall (Fig. 16). 

Thus, it is seen that in a curved duct, particularly near the be

ginning of curvature, there exists a pressure gradient from -the corners toward 

mid-depth across the inside wall normal to the longitudinal flow. This pres

sure gradient induces a correspondin~ flow component -- out of the top and 

bottom inside corners, across the inner wall toward mid-depth. Close to the 

upper and lower walls, this component would be quite large, in accordance 

with the appreciable pressure gradient, and would decrease toward ruid-depth. 

The flow component would also be larger adjacent to the inner wall than it 

is in the interior. In Fig. 10, inside View, and in Fig. 11, the effect of 

this component may be seen clearly. It may also be seenin Fig. 15,Section 5, 

vertical. The latter photograph, or more particularly the vertical view of 

Fig. 38, shows further that at 1/12 of the width away from the inner wall 

(~ tn.), the downward component is almost negligible-the vertical flow com

ponent is confined to a narrow boundary. A comparison of the magnitudes of 

the longitudinal and cross-sectional components in any of the velocity dia

grams also shows that the downward component is small in the interior. 

A pressure gradient also exists along the radius of curvature of 

the bend. At least initially, however, this gradient is in balance with the 

centripetal forces which established it, and there is no resulting flow. 

(This statement is in opposition to the theory of Mockmore (61 .) Since it 

has already been shown that there is no appreciable gradient across the out-
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side wall, the pressure gradient across the inner wall is, then, the only 

effective gradient of any magnitude induced directly by the curving stream

lines. 

The induced flow component originating atthe top and bottom inside 

corners tends to reduce the longitudinal velocity component in these corners 
andto increase the longitudinal velocity component nearer mid-depth. Opposed 

to these velocity changes, however, is the tendency toward potential flow. 
Thus, in order to reestablish the potential distribution, there must be an 

inflow to the corners across the upper and lower walls,and an outflow toward 

the interior from the inner wall nearer mid-depth. The inflow approaching 

the corners is squeezed into a layer ver,y close to the upper and lower bound

aries, but the outflow from the inner wall may be distributed over a large 
area (The size of the area depending on the aspect ratio of the bend and the 

length of the effective transverse pressure gradient). For this reason, there 

must be alarge inward velocity component near the upper and lower walls, and 

a much smaller outward velocity component in the interior. (In fact, until 

the radius of curvature of the interior streamlines equals that of the duct 

walls, there need be no net outward flaw since the yelocity near the inner 

wall is continually increasing.) The secondar.y flow circuit is completed by 

a small return flow from the interior to the top. These flows are pictured 

in Fig. 10 (the boundar,y streamlines), in Figs. 14, 15, and 38 (the photo

graphs of the yarns), and in all of the velocity diagrams. The pronounced 

flow along the upper boundary was strikingly demonstrated by the use of fish 

lines, dye filaments,and air bubbles, as described previously. These methods 
illustrated a rather sharp break between the fluid direction near the upper 

wall and that a short distance away. 

The complete secondar,y current just described is not confined to a 

cross section of the duct, nor is it a plane flow. For the square duct used 

in this experiment, this 'secondary flow may be idealized, however, as shown 

in Fig. 43, and will be termed the "initial vortex. II As has been shown, 1 ts 
I 

main strength and kinetic energy are concentrated in a boundar,y layer at the 

top, bottom, and inside duct walls. Since the secondar.y currents in this 

experiment, are of such small magnitude, the numerical data do not exactly 
follow the pattern of Fig. 43, but the trend is evident. 
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Since the initial vortex is created by the combined action of the 

streamline curvature and wall resistance, its strength must depend on the 

radius ratio afthe bend, the Reynolds number offue flow, and the wall rough

ness of the duct. For an infinite radius ratio, there would be no vortex; 

for a small radius ratio, there must be a strong vortex. Similarly, where 

there is no wall res1stance, there would be no vortex, and where there is a 

great deal of resistance, there would be a stronr. vortex. Confinuation of 

the latter observation is presented ill Section IV of this paper, where a com

parison was drawn between 'the photographs of the yarns, taken at two Reynolds 

numbers in this experiment. For the lower Reynolds munber (when ?\ is 

greater) the yarns toward the inner half of the duct at the top boundary at 

Section 3 deflected more toward the inside, ind1cating more flow into the 

corner. In the same manner, at Section 5, the yarn at one inside corner was 

deflected more toward mid-depth aLthe lower Reynolds number, indicating more 

flow out of the corner. 

On the basis of this theory,the following observations may be made 

regarding condi tiona differing froI:l those in the experimental duct: In a 

duct of circular cross section, there should occur a phenomenon similar to 

that alreadY' described, but the flow at the inside of the bend would have a 

mOr'e uniform vertical component, and the radial outflow would be more con

centrated at mid-depth. In a duct of large aspect ratio, the secondary cur

rent would be confined to a depth consistent with the effective range of the' 

transverse pressure gradient; rough observation of other experiments indl

cates that ·this range is probably of the order afmagni tude of two duct widths 

(for a radius ratio of 2). A normal turbulent velocity profile on entrance 

would probably give a result sDnilar to that for a circular duct--more uni

form vertical pressure gradient and vertical velocity component along the 

inside wall, and more concentrated radial outflow near mid-depth. (Thi.s last 

conclusion is based on the observaUons made in Section IV of this paper, re

'garding the effect of entrance profile.) 

The above theory explains a phenomenon observed by Yarnell [8J in 

his experiments using an elbow bending to the right. When there was a high 

veloci ty at the top and a low velocity at the bottom of the approach duct, 

he noted that there was only one secondary spiral, and that it was counter

clockwise as viewed looking downstream. In the Yarnell experiment, the prin-
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cipal pressure gradient occurred at the inside bottom corner because at this 

point, the interior velocity was increasing most rapidly with respect to the 

velocity at the wall. The familiar single spiral current in a horizontal 

open channel curve may also be explained readily by the above theory. (On 

the other hand, the theory wOlud lead one to surmise that a vertical curve 

in an open channel would exhibit the same double spiral as a closed duct, 

since the channel side walls would correspond to the top and bottom of the 

duct. The sense of rotation of the spirals would be such that flow would 

occur. along the side walls toward the center of curvature.) The theory also 

explains the observations of Hinderks [9] , in connection with his experi

ments on bends in circular pipes. He noted that the spiral currents are not 
!-" 

evident alone the outer wall until the flow reaches a point past the mid-

section of the bend. Along the inner wall, however, he found that converging 

flow toward the central plane of the bend is apparent for some distance up

stream oftha bend. 

The Spiral 

The longitudinal velocity, modified by ilia ini tial vortex, produces 

the familiar bend spiral. This spiral then carries the vorticity into the 

interior of the fluid where it is gradually distributed. As the flow con

tinuos around the bend, vortici ty continues to be generated in accordance 

with the curvature of the streamlines (probably at a lesser rate than at the 

beginning of the bend) and is added to the vorticity already carried by the 

stream, thus increasing the spiral strength. For a bend of steady curvature 

and with favorable aspect ratio, the three-dimensional flow reaches a stable 

state at a point where the rate of generation of vorticity is just equal to 

the rate of dissipation through friction. No further change should occur in 

the streamlines after this point, and the entrance transition should be com

plete. 

In a duct of nOl~al aspect ratio, however, as the existing theory 

explains, the return spiral currents carry retarded boundary layer fluid into 

the interior, and as the curvature continues, the thread of maximum velocity 

i.s gradually shifted toward the outside. The factors which detennine the 

strength of the return flow from the spiral also determine the rate at which 
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the maximum velocity will shift to the outside. In a duct where the aspect 

ratio is great enough so that the spiral currents are ineffective near mid

depth, the maximum velocity remains near the inner wall (see Fig. 42.). 

By the time the end of duct curvature has been reached,the appear

ance of the spiral will depend on its histor,y. For a duct of large aspect 

ratio, the double spiral will be confined to two separate regions,one near the 

top and the other near the bottom wall, and each half will look like the top 

or bottom half of Fig. 43. For a smaller aspect ratio, the return flow from 

the two spirals will be superimposed, and a more concentrated radial outward 

flow will result~ For a circular duct, as compared to a square duct, or for 

a normal turbulent velocity profile as compared to a flat profile at entrance, 

there should also be a more concentrated return flow from the double spiral. 

For a duct of given central angle, as the radius ratio decreases, the initial 

vortex should increase in strength, but there should be a decrease in ,the 

length of duct over which the spiral may develop. Thus, if the radius ratio 

is small enough, even in a duct of small aspect ratio, there will be no ap

preciable return spiral flow at the end of the bend. (This would be the case 

if, for instance, the channel in this experiment were restricted to 450 cen

tral angle.) 

,When the curvature ceases, vorticity is no longer generated at the 

inside corners. This phenomenon may be seen by close observation of the 

boundar,y streamlines, pictured in Fig. 10, inside and top views, beyond 

Section 7, and by reference to Fig. 15, Section 8, vertical. Beyond Section 

7, the spiral is maintained by the vorticity already in the stream, but this 

vorticity does not penetrateto the corners, and the velocity no longer shows 

a vertical component at the top and bottom inside corners. 

Conditions at the End of a Bend 

Section IV of this paper presented the fact that a surface of sepa

ration was created near the downstream end of the experimental bend. This 

Burface resulted from (1) the normal boundary layer separation of the two

dimensional flow, and (2) from the effect of the double spiral on the two

dimensional separation. The separation is a second source of vorticity in 

the flow of fluid around a bend. The total strength of the developed vorti

ces will depend on the area of the surface of separation and on the velocity 
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gradient across this surface. 

In a bend in a duct of large aspect ratio, the flow is two-dimen

eional in a large part of the bend, and separation results for reason (1) 

only. In this case, two factors determine whether separation will occur at 

all, and the location of the separation when it does occur. The first deter

mining factor is the pressure gradient along the inner wall as the flow pro

gresses from the curvedto the straight duct. This pressure gradient depends I 

in turn, on the radius ratio; there willbe a large adverse pressure gradient 

unless there is quite a large radius ratio (see Fig. 26, for instance). The 

second determining factor:is a cri tical Reynolds number, fanned possibly from 

the radius of curvature of the inside walland from the maximum velocity near 

the inside wall in established curvature. This Reynolds number, 'together 

with a consideration of the initial turbulence in the stream, will determine 

whether the boundary layer in the established curvature is laminar or turbu

lent, and therefore, whether the available energy is sufficient to overcome 

the adverse presBure gradient at the boundar,y. In a duct of large aspect 

ratio and 1arge,but not too 1arge,radiu3 ratio, there is probably separation 

at the end of the bend. This separation would occur early when the flow is 

below the critical Reynolds number, and it would occur later when the flow is 

'above the critical: Associated withthe two-dimensional separation is a steep 
velocity gradient acrOBS the surface of separation. In order to satisfy the 

equation of continuity, the larger the separated area at the end of the bend, 

the greater is this velocity gradient. The following sketch' shows a cros's"':' 

secttonal view of the two-dimensional separation: 

INSIDE 
OF BEND 

AREA OF 
INOREASED 

VELOOITY OUTSIDE 
OF BEND 

I 
I 

\, 
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In a duct of small aspect ratio (nIB == 1, for instance), the spiral. 
secondary flow influences the separation. The influence ~ the spiral. may be 

seen by comparing the figure on p. 18, Section IV, 'Which illustrates the sep
aration in the experimental bend, with the figure in the previous paragraph, 

which illustrates the separation in a two-dimensional bend. In the case of 

the smaller aspect ratio, the spiral current reduces separation near the top 

and bottom walls. If the return flow from the spiral is large enough, the 
spiral current also increases separation near mid-depth. Furthennore, the 

spiral inflow to the separated area reduces the velocity gradient across the 

surface of separation. 

To analyze further the effect of the spiral on separation, there 

will be considered a bend wl th variable aspeot ratio and with other parameters 

constant.'A large aspect ratio m~ be reduced by decreasing the depth of the 

duct, increasing the width of the duct, or by a combination of decreasing 
depth and increasing width. Accordingly, a small reduction in aspect ratio 

in a bend of large aspect ratio will produce some reduction in the surface 
of two~imensional separation, a small reduction in velocity gradient across 

I 
the surface, or a combination of both. For decreasing depth, the velocity 

gradient is also redueed by the spiral infloW' penetrating farther into the . 
separated area. If the aspect ratio is further reduced by stages, this favor

able situation will prevail until the two halves of the spiral in the bend 
approach each other so closely that their return flaws are superimposed. ~ 

further reduction in aspect ratio beyond this point will be characterized by 
a very strong spiral return flow near mid-depth,increasing the area of sepa

ration, and nullifying the reduction in velocity gradient or the reduction 

in area of separation. 

On the other hand, an analysis of the effect of varying wall resis

tance on a given bend of unity aspect ratio shows that a smooth-walled chan
nel at high Reynolds number would develop a very weak initial vortex and the 

separation at the end of the bend would be nearly two-dimensional. A slight 

decrease in Reynolds number, or increase in roughness would increase the ini

tial vortex strength and increase the spiral. inflow to' the separated area, 
decreasing the velocity gradient at the surfaoeof separation. A considerable 

decrease in Reynolds number or inorease in roughness, however, would result 
in a very strong return spiral floW near mid-depth, 'increasing the area of 
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separation and nullifying the reduction in velocitygraiient caused by spiral 

inflow to the separated area. 

'£he discussion in the last three paragraphs referred to the sepa

ration at the end of a. bend~ The surface of separation, of course, continues 

to exist downstream from the end of a benda Section IV of this paper pointed 

out that as the flow progresses downstream, the extent of the separated area 
is inoreased and the velocity gradient across the surface of separation is 

decreased by interchange of energy and by spiral inflow to the separated area. 

Thus, l.t would seem that the time or length of duct required to eliminate the 

surface of separation 'WOuld be less for an initially larger area than for a. 

~r area. At the same time,it is probably true that the velocity gradient 

~fte surface of separation is relatively large for only a short distance 

downstream from the end of the bend (about three duct 'Wi. dtha in this experi
ment) and that any vorticity generated beyond that short distance is negli

gible, regardless of how much farther the surface of separation persists. 

It should be satisfactory, then, to consider that the vorticity generated at 

the downstream end of a bend is roughly proportional to the length of the 

trace of the surface of separation in a cr08S section near the end of the 

bend and to the velocity gradient across~his trace e These two quantities 

are determined by the magnitude of the two-dimensional sepa.ration and by the 

strength of the spiral at the end of the bend. Thus, in add! tion to those 

factors influencing the two-dimensional separation, the following factors may 

be considered as influencing the vortex strength generated, since each has 

an influence on the strength of the spiral at the end of the bend: initial 

vortex strength, aspect ratio and shape of duct, entrance velocity profile, 
and deflection angle. 

The theory enunciated herein explains the observations made in 
Section IV of this paper, regarding the differences between the photographs 

of the yarns taken at a high and at a low Reynolds number downstream from the 

bend. Recalling that the Reynolds number of one flow was approximately four 

times that of the other, it may be assumed that the lower flow established 

a stronger initial vortex, and produced an earlier and greater separation at 

mid-depth. Thus, in the flow at the higher Reynolds number, at Section 7, 
near the inside wall of the experimental dUct, the separation was just begin
ning and the yarns showed a larger deflection than they did for the flow at 
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the lower Reynolds number which had previously separated and was now becomj.ng 

parallel to the walls. But at the eame section, toward midstream, the larger 

area of separation at the lower Reynolds number caused a deflection of the 

yarn, while at the higher number, separation did not extend far enough to 

cause a deflection. Aw~ from mid-depth, the stronger spiral at the lower 

Reynolds number retarded the separation and caused less deflection. Farther 

downstream, because the flow at the lower Reynolds number separated early, 

it was always ahead of the higher flow in returning to the normal parallel 

flow of the downstream tangent. The lower flow, therefore, showed less de ... 

flection farther downstream. 

The Mechanism of Energy Loss in a Bend 

Wattendorf [5) showed that in two-dimensional flow, the resistance 

caused by the walla alone was only slightly greater for a curved duct of 

established curvature than it was for a stratght duct. 'rherefore, in three

dimensional Dow in a bend of given deflection angle, the additional 10S3 of ... 

energy resulting from the bend must be caused by the generation and dissipa-

tion in friction of vorticity. Not all of the energy of the vortices is J 

dissipated in. friction; some is recovered in the downstream tangent as shown" 

by Wirt [10] and others. For bends with given lengths of downstream tangent, 

however, the energy loss may be'considered proportional to the vortex strength 

wlU.ch is generated. For a given bend, at very low Reynolds numbers (but 

above the critical) where the'wall resistance is great, the initial vortex 

strength and therefore, the resulting loss, must be comparatively large. 

Wi th increasj:ng Reynolds numbers, the strength of the vortices and resulting 

loss decrease, but at a decreasing rate, as is the case with wall resistance. 

Fig. 41 shows that near the beginning of the experimental bend, -mere the 

inithl vortex is generated, the apparent rate of energy lOBS is greater for 

the lmrer Reynolds numbers than for the higher numbers--a. confirmation of the 

preceding conclusions. (The apparent rate of loss of energy between Sections 

2 and 3 appears in Fig. 41, as explained in Section IV of this paper.) 

At the downstream end of a bend, the additional energy 10s8 would 

depend on the strength of the vortices resulting from separation. In the 

case of a bend of large aspect ratio, the total energy loss would be deter

mined from a loss fr om the initial vortex near the top and bottom, plus a 
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separation loss at -the downstream end of the bend. For a bend with constant 

radius ratio, mass flow, and Reynolds number, the separation loss would slowly 

decrease as the aspect ratio of tm bend is decreased and as the spiral inflow 

penetrated farther toward mid-depth,but the initial vortex loss would remain 

constant. However, when the aspect ratio becomes small enough to allow super

imposing of the return flow from the upper an d lower half spi-rals, the loss 

would increase rapidly because of the increased area of separation. With the 

effective pressure Ilradient of the j_ni tial sp:tral confined to 8. depth equal 

to two duct widths, a.s has been suggested, an aspect ratio of something greater 

than 4, perhap:;, should be required to overcome the large additional separation 

lOBS. ( The discussion j.n this paragraph has referred to total loss which 

would have to be divided by v?2g to obtain f;,. Under the conditions 

stated, v would decrease with decreasing aspept ratio, so that ~ would 

probably increase gradually at first with decreasing aspect ratio, and would 

then increase more rapidly after the spiral affected the separation. Wirt's 

data [10] may be examined in this connection.) 

In a horizontal bend in an open channel, on the other hand1 there 

is only one spiral and,therefore1 the effect of changing aspect ratio should 

not be as pronounced as it is for a closed duct. For a. channel bend, an aspect 

ratio below 2 should show some increase in separated area because of the 

crowding of the vortex between the surface and the bottom, but the effect 

would probably not be important until the aspect ratio became""less than one, 

perhaps. The experim£f1 tal data of Yen and Howe [11] and of Raju [12], may 

be examined in this connection. 

Near the downstream end of a given bend in a duct of unity aspect 

ratio, the energy loss should decrease with decreasing Reynolqs numbers down 

to a certain point, in accordance with the previous discussion of vortiCity 

at the downstream end of a bend. This trend is apparent from the data from 

this experiment, as presented in Fig. 41. Considering t he overall energy 

loss in such a bend, the initial vortex loss is low but the separation loss 

is high at a hieh Reynolds number. As the Reynolds number decreases1 the 

separation loss decreases rapidly at first, while the initial vortt:.ex loss 

increases slowly. Thus, at first, the bend loss decreases with decreasing 

Reynolds numbers. Existing data [4 J show that an optimum point is reached 
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at about Re = 150,000 (va.rying with R/B)o At lower Reynolds numbers the sepa

ration loss decreases only Slightly, if at all, ~ile the initial vortex 10s8 

increases more rapidly, resulting in an increase in bend loss. 

There Dll\V now be attempted an explanation for the variation of' bind 

coefficient ( ~ ) with radius ratio (RIB) in a duct of fixed aspect ratio 

(D/B ~ 1, for example). At small RIB, the initial vortex is quite large and 

the separation, even without assistance frpm the spiral, is ~arge. The initial 

vortex and the separation combine to cause a large energy loss. With in

creasing R/~the init1al vortex decreases in strength as does the separation, 

and the total lOBS decreases rapidlyo At a certain point, the inltial vortex 

becomes small enough so that the return Dow from the spiral does not a.l ter 

the area of separation, but rather only reduces the flow into the separated 

area. When this point is reached, the trend of energy loss is reversed and 

there can be noted a slight increase in ~ with increasing RIB. This point 

will va ry with the factors which determine the strength of the return flow 

from the spiral--roughness, Reynolds number, radius ratio, aspect ratio, 

shape of cross section, deflection angle, and entrance velocity profile. A 

duct of greater roughness, for instance, would have a stronger initial vortex 

and a stronger return spiral flow at any given RIB than a duct of lesser 

roughness, and should therefore reach its optimum RIB later than does the 

smoother duct.. Published data show that this optimum point lies between 

RIB = 2 and RIB'" 6, for a channel of' 900 deflection angle. 

As the RIB continues to increase beyond the point of minimum t , 
~ also increases somewhat because of the smaU,r spiral inflow to the sepa

rated area. This increase continues until a point is finally reached where 

the adverse pressure gradient at the in side wall is small enough so that no 

separation oocurs. The loss at this point takes a more or less Budden drop, 

and thereafter it consists entirely of that loss caused by the initial spiral. 

Apparently this poi.nt occurs in the vicinity of RIB :.; 15 for a deflection 

angle of 90°, but again the occurrence of the point depends on such factors 

as roughness and entrance velocity profile. Beyond this point, the loss drops 

steadily with increas:\.ng RIB, until the loss is zero at RIB == infinity. 

Many 0 ther phenomena relating to flow in b ends or even in bladed 

turns l1S\Vbe explained or predicted by this theory. The theory may be applied, 
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for instance, to a bend with an increased cross section atits central section, 

obtained by moving the outside wall away from the center of curvature. The 

enlarged cross section cannot greatly affect the flow in the entrance tran

sition, but at the downstream end of the bend, there is a contraction with 

possible elimination or reduction afthe separation. This, of course, reduces 

the energy loss. In applying the theor,y to bladed turns, however, one must 

also consider the possibility of loss resulting from the surface area of the 

blades. 

It may be argued that any effect of separation at the outside of 

the bend has been neglected in this theory. Such separa tj.on actually occurs 

in mitre bends or in bends of very small radius ratio.' At the outside of a 

bend, however, the velocities and velocity gradient at separation are small 

compared to those at the separation at the inside. Furthennore, the vorticity 

generated at the outside of a bend is rapidly carried away by the high velo

c:1.ties downstream at the outside of the bend, and for this reason has no 

continuing effect. For these reasons, it is consj,dered that the separation 

at the outside of a bend is unimportantjn explaining the flow process or the 

mechanism of energy loss. 

To state the theory briefly: the character of the flow and the 

mechanism of loss in a fluid bend is considered to be composed of three parts. ' 

The first is the ini tial vortex and the loss resulting therefrom; the second· 

is the two-dimenSional sep~E...~tion at the downstream end of the bend and the' 

loss associated with this separation; and the third is the modification pro- \ 

duced by the sp~ral currents in the separation and separation loss. 

VI. SUMMARY 

The Proposed Theory 

On the basis of these experiments,the followinr, theor,y is proposed 

to define the flow in a bend and the associated mechanism of energy loss. 

1. In addition to the main through flow, ,the flow in a bend 

is characterized by: 

a. An initial vortex which gives the through flow 

a spiral nature. 

b. A separation at the downstream end of the bend. 

c. The effect of the spiral on the separation. 



2. The energy loss in a bend is determined by the combined 

loss resulting from the disSipation in friction of a part of the 

energy containedin the initial vortox andin th~ vortices resulting 

from separation. The energy loss is proportional to the strengths 

of the vortices. 

3. The strength of the initial vortex, and therefore its 

associated energy loss, ,depends principally on the wall roughness 

of the duct, the Reynolds number of the flow, and the radius ratio 

of the bend. 

4. The total strength of the vortices resulting from sepa

ration, and therefore,their assoc~ated energy loss is proportional 

to the area of the surface of separation,and the velocity gradient 

across this surface. 

S. The area of the surface of separation andthe corresponding 

velocity gradient are,determinod by; 

a. The normal separation in a two-dimensional chan

nel which depends upon the radius ratio of the bend, and 

a critical Reynolds number (formed possibly from the 

maximum velocity near the inside wall and the radius of 

curvature of the bend). 

b. The increase in the area of separation produced 

by the return flow from the spiral. The strength of the 

return flow at the end of the bend depends upon the ini

tial vortex strength, the velocity profile atthe entrance 

to the bend, the aspect ratio and shape of the duct, and 

the deflection angle (or length) of the bend. 

c. The spiral infloww the separated area which re

duces the velocity gradient across the surface of sepa

ration. This inflow is proportional to the initial vor

tex strength and aspect ratio of the bend. 

6. Separation atthe outside of a bend, when itoccurs, is un

important in explaining the flow process orthe mechanism of energy 

loss. 

37. 

This theory is not completely verifiable by previously published 

data, nor by the data obtained in these experiments; nor are any of the data 
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in disagreement withthe theor,y. If the theory had been available beforehand, 

these tests would have sought experimental data tending directly to support 

or alter it. An of the data obtained in these experiments, however, is pub

lished in the body of the report, so that those who so desire may make their 

own interpretation. 

Su~gested Additional ResearcE 

The acceptance of the basic general theory proposed above makes 

possible the outlining of a research program, the results of which should 

verify the theory and lend quantt tative significance to it. A research pro

gram divided into the following three basic parts is suggested; 

1. A study of the initial vortex and the resul tj.ng spiral. 

These tests would be largely experimental and should utilize ducts 

of large aspect ratio and contj.nuous curvature. The study should, 

however, be confined to the top and bottom portions of the ducts, 

rather than to the two-dimensional portion. Subjects for study 

should include the effect on the initial vortex of changing radius 

ratiO, Reynolds number, roughness, entrance profile, and C1'OS8-

sectional shape, as well as the development of the spiral wi tll de

flection angle. In such experiments, the energy loss could be co

ordinated with the vortex format:i.on. 

2. A study of the separation loss at the downs~r~~n end of a 

two-dimensional bend (a bend of large aspect ratio). This study 

should be both analytical and experimental, and should be based on 

available theory and data, as well as on any new experimental data 

obtained. The energy 10s8 in a duct with such a bend could then 

be coordinated with the vorticity generated. (A correlation of 

energy loss with vorticity is based on \Vattendorf' s [ 5 J findj-ng 

that there is li tUe increased loss caused by the walls alone in a 

curved duct.) 

.3. A study of the effect of the superimposed spiral on the 

separation and loss studied under (2) above. This w01ud necessar

ily be an experimental study. Using a two-d:i.mensional duct cf large 

aspect ratiO, the spiral should be introduced artificially ifprac

ticable, so that the spiral current would be the only variable. 



Spiral currents of various strengths and distributions should be 

used. 

39. 

The reeu]. ts of these three basic proerams,when coordinated, should 

make it possible to predict the performance of any p,iven flow diversion, 

whether the diversion be by a pipe elbow, an open channel bend, or a bladed 

turn. 
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APPENDIX I 

THE PITOT CYLINDER 

., . 



Appendix I is based on experimental work which 

was performed prior to the work described in the body 

of this report. To make the information available, it 

was published as a separate circuzar ~the St. Anthony 

Falls Hydraulic Laboratory in October, 1947. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In connection with an investigation of flow around bends, the 

St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory made preliminary studies of meas

uring techniques which included the use of the instrument known as the 

pitot cylinder. 

circular. 

The experiments on this instrument are described in this 

The pitot cylinder has been in use for a number of years as 

a measuring device for determining flow direction and total head in two

dimensional flow. It has also been used for measuring static pres

sure (1') -l~. It has been previously described by several other investiga

tors, including Marks (2) and Binder and Knapp (3) c> 

The cylinders used in these experiments are shown in Figs, 1, 2, 

and 3. The type of cylinder shown in Figs. la and 2, with the pressure 

holes at the center, will be termed a "longH cylinder, 

the pressure holes near the end, shown in Figs. Ib~ le, 

termed a "cantilevered" cylinder. 

and the type with 

and 3, will be 

The pitot cylinder as a measuring device has the following fea

tures: (1) It can be inserted into a closed, pressurized channel with a 

comparatively simple gland o (2) It will produce a negligible disturb

ance in the flow, if the cylinder diameter is kept small compared to the 

ohannel cross-section (cylinder diameter 0.1 times the channel breadth or 

less (4). (3) Measurements of both direction and total head at a point 

in the enclosed fluid can be obtained vd.th the same instrument. (4) ~he 

instrument is simple to make. 

The cylinders, shown in FigsQ 2 and 3,were designed for use in a 

bend in a six-inch square pipe, with water fl~fing at a mean velocity of 

20 ft per sec. The long cylinder proved adequate for this purpose, but 

the 1/4 in. cantilevered cylinder vibrated when extending 4 in. or more 

into water flowing at 20 ft per sec. The cantilevered cylinder was also 

deficient in that the tip was deflected when extended several inches into 

high velocity flow so that the angle with the flow was altered. The con-

struction of this tube is faulty in that one pressure hole has a constant 

~~ Numbers in brackets refer to corresponding numbers in the Bibliography. 
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diameter for only one diameter of depth--two diamoters would. be required 

for consistent. direction rle'adings (5), and preferably, the two holes 

should be of the same length. The smaller cantilovored cylinder was de

signed for obtaining only total head readings nGar tho wall, using 

a machinist's micrometric dopth gage for accurate pOSitioning. 

THE CYLINDER AS A MEASURING DEVICE 

Some quostions with regard to tho method of use a.nd ru:;liabi..Lity 

of the pitot cylind~,r as a moasuring device led to tho e:X'Periln(:mts on 

which this paper is based. The solid curve in Fig. 4 is a part of a typ

ical pressure diagram for a circular cylinder of infinite length in an 

unbounded parallel flow with the cylinder axis normal to tho flow. The 

Reynolds number is about 41,000 based on the diameter of the cylinder as 

the length parameter. The abscissa seale in Fig. 4 represents the angle 

in degrees loft or right of the front stagnation point. The ordinate 

scale is the dimonsionless ratio of dynamic pressure,at a point on the 

cylindrical surface (pressure reading minus static pressure) to stagna

tion pressure. The shape of the curve depends on such f8.ctors as the 

Reynolds numbor,the degree of turbulE:nce, and the actual diamoter of the 

cylinder (l) and (4) Ii 

Tho ncasuring propertius of the pi tot cylinder are basod on the 

following facts apparent from Fig. 4: (1) The prossure curve is quite 

flat near thG front stagnation point. Thus, for the purpose of measuring 

total head either of the two holes may be "pointed" into tho flow 'with an. 

error of as much as t1I\TO to three degrees in either direction without 

causing an apprGciablc total hecuf reading error. (2) Tho curve is sym

metrical about the front stagnation point; consequontly, if one knows two 

diroctions for which the pressure roadings are the srune, the stagnation 

point (and the direction of floW) is to bc found halfway betweon th(."'S0' 

two directions. (3) Betwoen the 35° and 40° points, the curve passes 

through the points of zero v810ci ty pressure so that the pressure reading 

yields the static pressure directly; but at these points the cUI'Ve is 

very steep and only a small directional change would catlS(:,) a 11.1,rge pres

sure chilnge (measurement shows a change of 5 to 10 per cent of the vel

ocity head pCI' degree in this region). The position of tho holes in the 

cylinders is such as to take advantage of this steop gradient to increase 
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directional s(msi ti vi ty. 
I 

Tho questions that arise" i'n connection with using the cylinder 

as a muasuring device are these: (1) Can the cylinder be used for read

ing static pressurGs? (2) How close to a reference wall piezomoter flay 

the cylinder be placed without affecting the pioz,ometer reading? (3) What 

is the total head coefficient of' the pitot cylinder? (4) How olose to 

the tip may the total :head reading holo be placed on a cantilGvered t;ype 

cylinder? (5) Will th0 cylinder be subjoct to circulation and thus give 

inaccurate direction roadings if' placed near a wall, in curvilinoar . flow, 

or in flow with a stoep lateral velocity gradient? (6) Will the pros

ence of the cylind~r, under the conditions of (5) above, alter the basic 

flo;~ (7) Can tho pitot cylinder be used in three-dimonsional flow 

where its axis is not perpendicular to tho flow? 

To obtain answf'rs to those qUGstions, sone oxperiments W(.ro nade 

with water flowing in a six-inch square lucite pipe containing a radius 

elbow of one foot moa.n radius. This equipment was set up for the invest

igation of flow around bonds, and a complete d~scription will be found in 

a report prepared for that proj ect (6). The pipe provided tE:st sections 

whore cylinders could be insortod at nlany points around tho circumfer

ence. Dischargo was measured with a calibratod flume and was probably 

accurate to within loss than one per cent. Pressure roadings were made 

on a 100 in. or a. 50 in. U-tube differential manometer. Th0 former had a 

water-air int(Jrf?c'o and the latter a water-kerosene interfac0. Both 

scnlos wore read to the closest 0.01 in., al tho ~lgh accuracy was probably 

no groater, than 0.05 in. , except at the high(:~st flows where pulsations 

caused variatiuns of from 0.2 to 0.4 in. At the velocities of the ex-

perimonts (8 to fO it por soc, mean velocity) the pressure roadings wore 

thus accurate to within 1/2 of Onc.l por cent. 

STATIC PRESSURES 

A first, glanco at Fig. ~. would load ono to believe that statio 

pressures are readily obtainable by using the pitot cylinder. This is 

not the CasG, however. To obtain a reading 'l'rith an orror of less than 

one per cent of tho velocity head" it would be necessary to point the 

pressure-reading holo within 0.2 dogrees or loss of its corr0ct position; 

tho steep slope of tho curve: at zoro dymunic pressure requires this. (A 
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non-circular cylinder of sui table symmetrj.cal cross section could be de

signed to permit a larger directional error.) Yet, as previously men

tioned, the exact shape of the pressure curve for a circular cylinder is 

variable, and even in a givon exp~riment the corroct location of tho hole 

would change if the Roynolds numbor changed appreciably. But even when 

tho correct position of the hole is kno'.'m and is constant in position, it 

is still necessary for the shup to 10c!iJ.te and drill the hole and, for the 

person taking the readings, to point the hole all within the alci:vmb1e 

0.2 0 • Further discussion on this point may be found in reference (1). 

As an additional source of error, the gage fluid surface naar 

the point of zero dynamic pressure fluctuates considerably and makes it 

necessary to take average readings. And still another variable is intro

duced in the static pressure reading by the presence of the cylinder in 

the enclosed channel. This increases the velocity and decreases the 

pressure so that an erroneous r(:')ading is obtained. That satisfactory 

static head readings could not be obtalned with the pitot cylinder was 

demonstrated in this experiment whon it vvas found impossible to , repro

duce static readings at point in the flow not only within one per cent 

but even within 5 per cent of the velocity head. 

In these experiments, static pressures were obtained from 'wall 

piezometers and static tubes inserted at critical points in the flow. The 

static tube was inserted through a special gland (6). All static pres~ 
sures were referred to a fixed referonce wall piezometer, as were the 

cylinder readings taken later. 

SEPARATION OF CYLINDER AND WALL PIEZOMETER 

Pressure readings obtained by use of the pitot cylinder, byoom

parison with a referonce wall piezometorti1rough a differential manometer, 

will be inaccurate if the cylinder is placed too close to the wall piez

ometer. Thore is a velocity incraase and pressure decrease at the wall 

which is carried into the reading. Analysis by potential theory using 

the method of images indicates that at least 16 diameters is required be

tween the cylinder and wall piezumeter to produce a pressure reading 

error of less than one por cent of the velocity pressure. This was sub

stantiated essentially in tests. Total hoad readings were taken using 

cylinders of several diameters at a fixod location in a test section and 
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fixed wall piezometers~ Table I oontains a sample of the data obtained. 

The letter lip" is the distance noma1 to the wall, and "q" is the dis

tance parallel to the wall from the cylinder to the wall piezometer, The 
columns labeled "Actual Vel. Head" and "Cylinder Reading" were obtained 

from total head readings taken with a pitot tube andthe test cy1inder1re
spectively, at the same point in the flow by subtracting the previously 
measured static pressure. The pitot tube was inserted through the gland 

previously mentioned and its stem was sufficiently distant from the ref
erence wall piezometer to introduce no error in the reading. 

Cylinder 
Diameter 

Inches 

1/4 
1/4 
1/4 
1/4 
1/4 
1/4 
1/8 
1/8 
1/8 
7/16 
7/16 
1/4 
1/4 
1/4 
3/16 

... 

TABLE I 
Eff~ct of Wall Piezometer Location on Cylinder Reading 

p 

Diam 

12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
24 
24 
24 
7 
7 

12 
12 
12 
16 

q 

Diam 

0 

° 
° 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

4~ 
8 

8 

8 

11 

12 
12 
12 
12 
3.2 
12 
24 
24 
24 
7 

8l 
14~ 

14~ 

14i 
19! 

Actual . Oylinder 
Vel. Head Reading 

Inches Inches 

22.75 23.2.3 
21.4.3 22.02 
55.00 56.21 
54.64 55 .. 56 
3.41 3.65 

20.83 21.32 
20.83 20.90 
22.18 22.20 
17.43 17.43 
20,83 21,86 
20.35 20.65 
21.70 21.90 
35.50 35.65 
40.40 40.65 
21.70 21.75 

Differenoe 
per cent of 
Vel. Head 

2.1 
2.7 
2.2 
1.7 
7.0 
2.3 
0.3 
0.1 
0,0 

4~9 

1., 
0.9 
0.4 
0.6 
0.2 
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CYLINDER COEFFICIENT 

The coefficient of the c;)rlinder was dotermined by comparison 

w'it1'1 a calibratod pitot tube of standard design and by integration of 

flow in a straight section of pipe. '1'ho pitot tub~; was calibrated in a 

submerged ,)rificG. Its coefficient was found to be 0.99. '1'he pitot tube 

and lonE! cylinder 'l'vore then both ror..td at tho 8,::.,r.1(; points in tho fl()ws,. 

where thf:JY gavo 8xl.:tctly tho sexn8 Nc,dings. (Tho pi tot tube was insurted 

in tho special gland through ,,;). plug in the chanr;el wall so thl..tt its tip 

vms D.t the sar~le point r.s that which the cylinder hole would occupy.) The 

final design of the 1/4 in, cantilevor<:;d cylinder, shJ'wn in Fig. 3, 'when 

t(lsted in tho samo m[U1nOl~, gave re£:dings Ilbout one pElr cent loss than the 

pi tot tube. The smallor canti1C:lverod cyl.i.nder also road less than trw pi

tot tube, but by a clifforenco woll vv:i:t:.hin onb per cent. 

In checkinr, the long cylinder coefficient by integration of 

flow, comparing tho discharge with that mGasu:r'ecl by tho flumo, the coef

ficiont appeD.red to b(::'obout 0.975. 1']}e differenco between this and the 

orifice calibr[ltion is !:t least, partia.lly duo to thE') diffGrence in scale 

of turbulence in the two flows. The coefficient obtained by integrc::.tion 

was constant within ono V;X' cent for all flows (H.Qyn"lds numbor from one 

to 5 x 105, basod on tho chmmel side as length parameter). Since the long 

cylinder gives th.,::; S2.l;:e rc,,,tdings 1'.S a stand~trcl pitot tube, and its coef

ficiont j.s C0113tcmt, such a cylindor meW bo used without calibration on 

any normal tost arrc:mgoment. 

HOLE LOC}. TION ON A C/l.NTILEVEHED CYLINDER 

For a ctmtilevered type cylind(~r, tho proximity of tho moasup

ing hule to U18 tip of th(~ cy1inder mtW affect tho reading obtained .. 

Fig. 5 is a cn.1.rvo obtc.~ined by moving in stages a No. 60 (.040 in.diameter) 

drill hole away from the hemisph<H'icD.l tip bi' a J./4 in" cantilovored cyl ... 

indo!'.. The ordinate scale is again the d imonsionless l"atio of . dynmlic 

pros~ure at the measuring point to stagnn,tion prcsl:mre and the abscissa 

stal(;J is tho di,'3to.nce from the tip of tho cylind~r t() the c~nter of the 

h6l(. in cylind~r diolJ.{:Jtm's. At thcf:Jf.:l Hoynolds nUlnbors, a hole at adis-

tanco of' 2 diCiJilOte:rs from the tip vrill r(;su.l t in an error of loss than 

one per cent, and this distanco 1'11..1,$ boen adupt(;.d in tho design of the 
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1/4 in. cylinder shown in Fig. 3. Whore it is not nocossary to hnve a 

sho:rt tip distance, more than 2 diameters will rosul t in less orror; the 

smaller cantileverod cylindor, aho-1Im in Fig, 3, was constructed with a 

greater distance. 

OCCUHRENCE OF CIHCULNfrON 

1~en a cylinder is placed close to a wall, in curvilinear flow, 

or in flow with a steep latoral velocity gradiont, the pressure diagram, 

Fig. 4, may be distorted asymmetrically, becc~uso of tho occurrence of cir

culation. The dogroe of distorti.:m linll affoct the accuracy of the direc

tion r8adings and the circulation 'I'dll a.l tor the basic flow. 

lls an oxporiraente.l check on tho occurronce of circulc:,ti,')n, meas

urements of tho pressuro distribution on the long cylinder wore mnda at 

several points in tho flow. One sot of points WI:'.S selectod within four 

diam.eters (one in.) from a WD.IJ.~, c!.s close to a YTall, laterally, as it was 

conter,lplatod, placing the cylinder in USG. Othor sets wor~ selocted in 

curvilinoar flow (about 12 in. radius of curvc~ture) and in flow wi th a 

steep lateral velocity gradient ea vD.riatLm from 4.5 fls to 9 fls in 

3/4 in. with a 1110[m velocity of 8 fls, [md from l~. 5 fls to 20 fls in 

3/4 in. lnth a IrlEEtn velocity of 17 f/s). 

Expcrimentnl points obtdnod in the curvilinc:l:'.r flow at a Reyn

olds number of [,bout 42,000 arc plotted as solid circles in Fig. 4. Those 

obtained in tho stoep latern]. velocity gradient, at a Heynolds nUlnber of 

about 46,000, are plotted as opon 2nd half solid circles. (The opcm oil'''' 

cles represent a travorse mado w'ith ono h()lo, and the half solid circles 

represont thoSG taken with tho other hole of the long cylindor.) Experi

montal points obtainod ,nth the cylinder ncc:.r tho wcll at both a high and 

low velocity and for the athol' conditiuns at a low velocity are not plot

tod. They all lio betweon the solid curve and tho plotted points. These 

data appear to indicc:,to th2.t 'Nithin the liDits of mensuring C'.ccuracy oftha 

instrument, and in so fr,r LlS those conditions are cff(~ctive in tho experi

mont, there is no effective circulation about tho cylinder when it is 

placed near a wall, in curvilin()c:~r flow, or in flow with a stoop lateral 

velocity gradient. This would also indicr.~te that the basic flol'lI' pattern 

is not appr0ciably altered. 
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Thea€) datn are substantiatod by visual obsorvation of DJir bub-

bles in the flow with and 1'Jithout tho cylinder. They are further sub-

stantiated by comparison of the measured direction w"l th that indicE'..tod by 

y2.rns in tho flow of other experiments wf18re agroement within 2° at the 

critical points wc\.s obtain0d at the Imror volocities. (Yarns wore net 

usod at tho higher vGlocities.) 

THREE .... DINENSIONJ:L FLOW 

In throe-dimensional flow, tho axis of the cylindor will not 

necDssarily be pol:jJendicular tv tho flow direction. In tho basic experi

mont, for which this equipmont is being tc,;sted, flows at <'mgles of as 
o· ( much as 20 out of tho plane of measurement 'VIrill occur. This (mgle is 

termed tho angularity.) For such flows, rClldings must bE:! l!1ade by insort

ing the cylindGr from two mutually pcrpondicular directions and describ

ing the flow by its cJmponcnts. 

For a cylinder at an angle tu the flow, a symmetrical prossure 

curve similar to Fif,G 4, but with o. somewhat shnrper pe;:~k, is obtained. 

This indicates that directj,on rc[~dings in the plnno of mQ[:~suromGnt will 

be as accurc.tc in throc-dimonsionnl rcndings as in tyro ... dimension"l flow. 

Total hoad readings of' the cylinder, hO'''''G\Tcr, will fAlloff as tho angu-

larity of tho flow is increased, as is i,'lhQwn in Fig. 6. 
resents the angulc.ri ty of tho flow and is :neasurcd in 

The abscissa rcp

both directions 

from the normal. Tho ordinate is q:;ain tho dimensionloss rr:tio of dynam

ic prossure to stagnation pr8ssuro (vvhich, in this cDse, is tC'kcm as tho 

dynAmic pressuro with the tube normal to the flow). (Roynolds nurabor is 

based on tho cylind.er dicffictor.) Tho solid line was obtained by Harks (2) • 
His moasUY'emo:J.ts were made on a 3/8 in. diameter cylindur of the long type 

in an 8 in" air jut" The curve is asyrmaotrical, probably due to an angu

larity in thu jet or an irr0[,!,ul'.lri ty in the cylinder. Three experimental 

points obtained at th(~ St. Lnthony Falls Lo.borr:tory, using tho 1/4 in. 

long cylinder, E.!.re seen to fallon ono leg of th(j curvo. Tho points were 

obtained by inclining tho cylinder at li1u~surcd cnglos in a parE.!.llel flow. 

It is interesting to note that the right hand curvo of Fig. 6 
fits the cosine squ"ro curve of tho angularity. Writing h' for tho mcas-



urod velooity head and h for the tru~ volocity hand, we have: 

hI := h coi~ 

AlrlO: v - 'Y2ih = '12gh I" / cost( or: V cose( ~ "'V~ 
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Thus, the cylinder r.lco.,sures the component of the velocity nonnel to the 

cylinder. In the invostigrttion of flOl"T nround bends, some velocity head 

rEJading~, obtained from two l'1Utual.ly perpendicular diroctions, have boen 

compared on this basis and show good agrol:ment. 

The 1/1+ in. cantilevored cylinder does not yield a symml,tricnl 

curvo whon anc;ulari ty changes from one side of tho n,.mnal to the other as 

show in FiC. 6. Tho plotted points hc,vG already been corrected for ang .. 

ularity of tho test stream, but not for dofloction of the cylinder; the 

doflcct:Lon, howover, wns very s:nnll---probably 18ss than 2° at the high 

velocity 'vith tho cylinder normal to the flow. On tho be.sis of these 

tests, it is not bGliovod the.t the cantiluvcrod type cylindor is a satis

factory device for measuring total l'lOad in three-dimonsionc,l flows whore 
o 0 tho flow is more than 3 or 4 out of tho mOP.suring plano, unless 1), cali ... 

brEltion curvE'; is prepared for tho partj.cular instrulJlent. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusinns Dro drawn from the investigation: 

(1) The long type pi tut cylindc.:r is c. generally sQ.tisfactory dev:i,co for 

making volocity 2nd diroctionn.l flow Doosuremonts in a closod channel. 

(2) It should not bo used for )11nking static prossure readings, however. 

(;3) l'ho cylinder and the roforonce wall piezomet~r should bo separated by 

at least 16 ditlm8tors, (4) The totD.l hend coefficiont is the same a8 that 

fol" a stf.J.nde.rd pi tot tubo under the sarlO conditions ~ but (5) when 'tho meas

urement is made with the flow' at an angle to tho nOImnl to tho cylinder" the 

measured velocity hoad must bo divided by the casino square of tho angu ... 

larity to obtain tho tru(~ velocity head, (6) Lt least w:j.thin tho limits 

montionod previously, diroction r8adings are not appreciably affocted byfue 

proximity of n we.ll, curvilinoar flow, or a stoop lateral velocity gradi .. 

ent, nor (7) is tho basic flow altc'Jrod by tho prosence of tho cylinder in 

these circumstances. 

(8) The cantilevered cylinder is also rclinblo within certain 
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limits. (9) The holes should be 2 diameters or more from the tip and 

(10) if the cylinder is to be used in three-dimensional flow, a total head 

calibration curve should be prepared for the individual instrument. 

(11) Tho instrumont should bo of such soc'l:,ional area as to p~e .. 

vont excessive vibr~tion and doflection (whicb would produce additional 

angularity), and (12) tho pressure holes should be carefully designed.Oth

erwiso, the same precautions and conditions as for the long cylinder 

should prevail. 

These instruments will be used with Bome regularity in future 

work at the st. i;.nthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory, and more data will be 

added to that prosented when it becomes available. 
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APPENDIX II 

ER~ORS RESULTING FROM NEGLECT OF THE TUBE COEFFICIENT 

In Figs. 16-37, inclusive, the tube coefficient haa been neglected 

in presenting total energy and velocity data. The average value of the tube 

coefficient is 0.98. This value was determined by comparing the discharge 

obtained from the integration of the velocities at Section 2 with the measured 

discharge from the H type flume. 

To correot the velocity data given, it is necessary only to multiply 
any velooity by the square root of the tube coefficient (0.99). 

The correction to be applied to the total head values may be ana

lyzed as followsl 

E ;:: f (E' - p/w) + pi." 

where E is the true total. head in feet of water at a" point; E' is the 

actual head reading obtained with the tube; plw is the static head reading 

in feet of water, and f is the tube coefficient. This may be rewritten: 

E::: fE'+ p/w (1 - f) = fE' [1+ p/Y(l - flJ 
fE' 

(1) 

The true total energy is therefore equal to the actual reading multiplied by 

the tube coefficient, except for a corrective term, p/.,,(l - f). The error 

introduced by neglecting this term is: 

Error = p/w(l - f) = PI." (0.02) = l~) 
fE ' 00 98 E' 49 E ' 

(2 ) 

The experimental data indicate that the maximum value of the ratio (EL!) is 
E' 

of the order of magnitude of _..l... 
2.5 

Hence the maximum (li!) results in a 
E' 

total head. about 0,8 per cent too large if the only correction applied is the 
tube coefficient. EqUation (1) becomes: 

E = fE' (1 - 0.008). 

The ratio eEL!) reaches its maximum value at only a few points in 
E' 

the cross sections downstream from the elbow and is frequently much smaller. 
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\ 2. 

The average error in obtaining the average energy over a crOBS section must 

be less than 0.8 per cent,not more than ~. per cent, let us say, in the worst 

case. At Sections 2, 3, 5, and 7, especially at Seotion 2, the ratio eEL!) 
EI 

is quite small for the most part, 80 the error can be considered absolutely 

negligible at those sections. With a negligible error at Section 2, and a 

plus i per cent error at Section 14, there is a certain error introduced into 

the computed head loss for the bend. Since the i per cent is based on the 

total head,the resulting error in head loss is likely to be something greater 

than i per cent,but certainly not more than 1 per cant,of the velocity head. 

Thus, the values of ~ as measured should be increased somewhat for each 

v2 
flow, probably something' less than 0.01 --

2g 


